2 学年英語科 休校中の課題④ 英表 Vision QuestⅡ
Lesson 6
1

解答

Practice (p.23)

1. (I felt someone tap me on) the shoulder.
2. (I saw him scolded by our teacher).
3. (The president had his secretary take notes).
4. I (was made to wait one hour before) I was examined.
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1. Let me tell you about my family.
2. I got my brother to help me with my homework.
3. What makes [made] you think that way?
4. His words made me feel uneasy.
5. We were made to learn [memorize] ten English words every day.
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1. My mother didn’t let me go to the concert.
2. She had her hair cut that morning.
3. I heard someone call me in the distance.
4. I saw John studying in the library yesterday afternoon.
5. The Italian was trying to make himself [herself] understood in Japanese.

Lesson 8
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Practice (p.31)

1. (Richard is coming [will come] here very soon).
2. (Cecilia resembles her mother very much).
3. I (have known her since she was) a little girl.
4. (Japan consists of four main islands): Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu.
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1. James (has) (been) in charge of public relations for ten years.
2. The last plane for Haneda (was) (about) (to) take off.
3. This train will soon (be) (arriving) at Hakata Station.
4. The number of tourists (is) (expected) (to) (increase) this year.
5. My mother (has) (been) (talking) with a neighbor for an hour.
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1. I will [I’m going to] start [begin] keeping [to keep] a diary (from) today.
2. I’m looking for a good book on [about] economics.
3. I’m going to [I will] learn computer skills from April.
4. My brother plays the guitar every day to be [become] a professional guitarist.
5. She has been studying [has studied] Chinese at [in] a language school for two years.

Practice (p.33)

Lesson 9
1

1. I (am hungry now, though I had) breakfast.
2. (My family had a dog when I) was in elementary school.
3. “Have (you prepared for your presentation yet)?” “No, not yet.”
4. The train (had already left when I arrived) at the station.
5. Tom (went out after he ate [had eaten] lunch).
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1. When I got home, I discovered I had left my umbrella on the train.
2. How many years have passed since World War Ⅱ ended?
3. I was taking a shower when John called me last night.
4. I didn’t know that Paul had been to [had visited] Kyoto.
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1. We have held a few concerts in that [the] hall before. /
We have held concerts in that [the] hall several times before.
2. I started [began] playing [to play] baseball through my brother’s influence [the influence of my
brother].
I started [began] playing [to play] baseball because of [under] my brother’s influence [the
influence of my brother].
3. Recently I have come to appreciate classical music.
4. I had been doing [practicing] kendo for five years when I entered high school.
5. It’s been a long time since I last visited [came to] this park.
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Practice (p.35)

1. (My son was taken care of by) Dr. Hill while he was in the hospital.
2. The company (will publish a new magazine next) fall.
3. (I was moved by his offer to) help me.
4. Due to the drought, (many people have been suffering from) a food shortage.
5. Sarah (got confused by his strange behavior).
6. You (are not allowed to bring your pets) here.
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1. What a relief! The problem has just been solved.
2. The traffic lights at that intersection are being changed to new ones.
3. I was born in Hakodate and brought up in Sapporo.
4. The committee meeting was supposed to end [finish] by 5 o’clock.
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1. I was shocked at [by] the ending of the movie. / The ending of the movie shocked me.
2. Books about [on] the universe are selling very well.
3. The story was written by Akutagawa Ryunosuke about 100 years ago.
4. They say [It is said] that the novel will be made into a movie.
5. My favorite actor is supposed to appear in the musical.

